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THE LONGSHOT

Robert
O’Shea

Filling the octopus’s boots more difficult than it seems
WHEN Alan Hansen was asked by the
BBC to offer his predictions for the
European Championships that kick off in
Poland tonight, Germany, Holland and
Portugal were among his semi-finalists.
The only problem with this is the three

of them are in the same Group B, along
with Denmark.
Some people have claimed Ireland’s

group is the Group of Death, but Group
B surely deserves that tag. It’s so hard I
wouldn’t be surprised if only one team
gets out of it.
A certain cephalopod mollusc was

hailed as the hunch hero at the last
World Cup, getting each of Germany’s
results correct before predicting Spain
as champions (a 256-1 seven-timer)
from his tank in Oberhausen’s Sea
World in Germany.
Paul the Octopus didn’t exactly point

out results with a tentacle (or even put

anything down in ink), rather he hovered
into a box containing shrimp and bear-
ing the flag of the selected nation.
Paul shimmied his way into his final

box (by which I mean he sleeps with the
fishes) a few months after that tourna-
ment but there are more than a few
creatures unaffiliated with the homo
sapien variety throwing their hats into the
cage to replace the wily invertebrate.
Fred, a ferret from Kharkiv in Ukraine,

will predict results by choosing a bowl of
beef to eat from. Kiev boast a hog called
Khryak and Poland an elephant named
Citta, who’ll pluck melons from a fence.
Which brings me to the call that

landed on my desk telephone not this
very week. The panicky voice informed
me he worked in a menagerie not a mil-
lion miles from the city.
“Everything’s gone prickly

pear-shaped,” he explained. “Every zoo

is getting in on the act and it’s hard to
stand out in a crowded market. We
thought we had the perfect way to get a
bump in footfall and receive coverage
on news shows across the world.”
The plan, he explained, was to tie a

handkerchief with nation’s flags around
two prairie dog’s necks and then let
them loose in the cheetah run.
Whichever was eaten first was the pre-
dicted winner and if both lasted 30
seconds the big cats would have been
seen to have called a draw.

This would not only offer an entertain-
ment to visitors, but would also check an
exploding prairie dog population.
The catch? The prairie dogs got wise

of their impending dinnerhood.
“They’ve buried themselves into the

earth. We haven’t seen one in 48 hours”
“What’s my angle in this?” I asked.
“The only other way to get the camer-

as rolling around here is if we ensure
our animal gets its predictions right, like
Paul did.
“We have a life-like mechanical pen-

guin we sometimes use to motivate the
more reluctant birds in their mating pro-
cess in these temperate climates. From
20 feet you can’t tell the difference. We
want you to take its controls and pick
the results.”
“What’s in it for me?”
“A year’s supply of fish.”
I told him I’d think about it but instead

I immediately rang Landers Hedbloom,
Uefa’s secret investigator into
match-fixing.
“Robert, betting on these animals has

overtaken interest on even the matches
themselves. I’m up to my armpits with
the Italian betting scandal and haven’t
had much time to probe into it.
“My advice is keep your trap shut

about it for now and do what they ask;
the bones of noted tipster in Vienna
were found in a python pit in the city zoo
this morning. I have to go.”
Before Hedbloom hung up I caught

something faint in the background on
the other end of the line and it would
take you a while to convince me it
wasn’t the unmistakable sound of a
Swedish lady tutoring a Madagascan
burrowing frog to say “France”.
Recommendation: Thomas Muller to

be player of the tournament at 25-1.

FOURTEEN times Cork
and Kerry have met in
the Munster SFC since
the All-Ireland Qualifi-
ers were introduced in
2001 and on 10 occa-
sions there has literally
been a kick of a ball
between the teams in
the province.
Within those 10 matches the

outcome was determined by
one score, be it a point or goal,
no less than six times while
the other four encounters
ended in draws.
It was no surprise therefore

to see Ladbrokes offering no
greater than 8-15 for the game
at Páirc Uí Chaoimh to end
all-square or a winner to be
found by less than four points
in their ‘A Close Call’ market,
one that usually gives punters
the opportunity to back such
a scenario at odds of 10-11.
The draw itself in the match

betting market is generally 7-1
and those are odds not to be
dismissive of in the circum-
stances.
However, Cork are slight fa-

vourites to advance to the pro-
vincial final on July 8 against
either Limerick or Clare with
William Hill’s 4-5 the top in-
dustry price available on
Conor Counihan’s charges
qualifying.
Three of the four provincial

semi-finals between the teams
in the aforementioned
14-game sequence had to be
settled after a replay so it
would make sense for punters
to delve into the ‘to qualify’
market.
Nevertheless, Cork are

primed to progress in regula-
tion time on Sunday and at
10-11 should be supported to
do so.
The Rebels have won three

of the last four meetings
against Kerry (13-10 with
Boyles and Ladbrokes to win
the match and evens to quali-
fy at Paddy Power and Lad-
brokes, at the venue by six-,
four-, and eight-point winning
margins and though the latest
victory of those three results

occurred in the 2009 provin-
cial semi-final replay, Cork
are in greater shape collect-
ively, both physically and
mentally, than they have been
for a while and it will take a
huge performance by Jack
O’Connor’s men to deny
them.
Of course, Kerry’s offensive

sextet are to be feared but that
is nothing new to Cork and by
Sunday evening it could well
be the Leesiders’ attack that
is gaining the credit it most
definitely deserves.
There will be some with

reservations about Cork’s
prospects of victory due to
their frustrating tendency to
allow Kerry go through the
gears early on but it was in-
teresting to note how con-
scious Counihan and Patrick
Kelly were of not allowing
that to happen this time and if
Cork can explode out of the
blocks the 2-1 available for the
Rebels to be leading at
half-time and full-time could
look excellent value by the in-
terval.
However, for those expect-

ing Kerry to impose them-
selves again from the off, take
a scoring advantage into the

break and win, Paddy Power’s
11-4 should be considered.
Cork to lead at half-time but

lose is an 11-2 shot with Willi-
am Hill while the reverse
scenario can be punted on at
Ladbrokes’ 5-1.
Labrokes are laying odds of

16-1 for the game to be level at
the interval but for either
team to assert themselves and
go on to win.
The same firm, as well as

William Hill, will give
punters 20-1 for those wishing
to back Cork or Kerry to be in
front by the short whistle but
for the contest to end in a

draw while the draw/draw
double result is 40s generally.
In-form Colm O’Neill is dis-

puting favouritism with Colm
Cooper in the first goalscorer
market.
The Ballyclough man will

possibly be the subject of a
gamble considering his eye
for goal and Power’s and Lad-
brokes’ 7-1 may contract.
The Gooch is 15-2 with Lad-

brokes. Donncha O’Connor is
the same price.
Darran O’Sullivan, who

landed the spoils at 16-1 for
followers of this column when
the sides met last year in Kil-

larney, is 8s this time around
and despite creating five
goalscoring opportunities in
Thurles against Tipp, the
speedster is probably a little
too short on this occasion
when you factor in the enorm-
ous quality that will be on
show.
Aidan Walsh (10-1), Declan

O’Sullivan (11-1), Kieran Don-
aghy (11-1), Paul Kerrigan
(12-1) and Patrick Kelly (16-1)
follow in the betting as the
more likely candidates to
raise the opening green flag of
the afternoon.
No goalscorer can be

backed at Paddy Power’s 9-2.
Punting on Cork at 10-11 is

not the only bet to make this
weekend in relation to the
various provincial champion-
ships, however.
Alan Mulholland’s new-look

Galway caught the eye rout-
ing Roscommon in the Con-
nacht SFC quarter-final and
they are worth consideration
giving Sligo a four-point start
at Pearse Stadium tomorrow
evening in the first provincial
semi-final in the west.
Galway, 1-4 to win with

Boyles, are evens with the
Irish firm to win by five or

more points and provided the
Tribesmen tog as well as they
did in Dr Hyde Park they
should manage to achieve
that.
An inside-forward line con-

taining Sean Armstrong, Paul
Conroy and Mark Hehir will
do untold damage to a Sligo
unit potentially minus leaders
Eamonn O’Hara and David
Kelly.
Limerick are the bet of the

weekend to reach the Munster
SFC final by defeating Clare
in the Gaelic Grounds tomor-
row night by three or more
points at 10-11.
The Treatymen accounted

for Waterford by 11 points and
can take advantage of Clare’s
potential ring-rustiness.
Clare beat Limerick 0-10 to

0-9 in the league but the latter
can reverse the form.
Finally, back a fired up

Armagh at 2-1 for value
against Tyrone on Sunday.

Recommendations: Cork (v Kerry),
3pts 10-11 skyBET, BetVictor, Stan
James, William Hill.

Galway -4 (v Sligo), 2pts evens
Boyles.

Limerick -2 (v Clare); 4pts 10-11 Paddy
Power.

Armagh (v Tyrone), 1pt 2-1 general.

GAA BETTING

WITH both teams scoring
in Tallaght Stadium last
Friday as Shamrock Rovers
drew 1-1 with Cork City
our main selection (2.5pts
evens Boyles, William Hill)
returned a healthy profit
while our stake was
returned from our punt on
Cork City in the draw no
bet market (0.5pt 4-1
general).
Dublin’s inevitable

annihilation of Laois
guaranteed a second
winner from a total of five
selections as we had
backed Anthony Daly’s
men to win by 10 points or
more (1pt evens BetVictor,
Ladbrokes).
Unfortunately, backing
Wexford footballers -1 and
Ciarán Lyng man of the
match proved worthless
exercises.

Expect it
to be close
but for
the Rebels
to shade it

LAST WEEK

Colm O’Neill is 7/1 to
score the first goal in
Sunday’s Munser SFC.


